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Abstract
    t has been proven that cyce tracks are the safest form of bike infrastructure in terms of car-bike 
coisions (observed safety), however this study expores how various buffers in cyce tracks differ and rank in 
terms of perceived safety. Safety perception is measured by an onine survey that asks respondents to rank 
how comfortabe they woud be using various cyce track buffers on a Likert scae of “Very Uncomfortabe” to 
“Very Comfortabe”. The eventua goa of the survey was to produce a ranking of buffers in order to create a 
recommendation for the Seatte Department of Transportation to impement more of these types of cyce 
trtracks, as there is a correation between higher safety perception and increased comfort with ridership.

ntroduction
    My inspiration for this project arose whie  was traveing abroad aone in Northern Europe this past 
summer and was biking as my main mode of transportation. Upon my return to Seatte,  noticed that  had 
never seriousy considered biking in the city.  reaized this was due to my negative perception of bike safety. 
There was a campaign ast year that Seatte Neighborhood Greenways had impemented that panted cutouts 
of peope’s sihouettes on intersections. These cutouts symboized the ocations where both pedestrians and 
bikers had been hit by cars. This campaign, aong with my mosty negative misceaneous biking experiences 
inin Seatte, is the reason why  perceived Seatte to be generay unsafe to bike in.  concuded that my higher 
perception of safety whie biking in Europe was due to the increased presence of bike anes that had some 
kind of physica separation between cars and bicycists.
     ater found that these types of bicyce anes are officiay caed ‘cyce tracks’ by the Nationa 
Association of City Transportation Officias (NACTO). NACTO defines cyce tracks as “bikeways that are at 
street eve and use a variety of methods for physica protection from passing traffic” (Urban Bikeway Design 
Guide 29). Cyce tracks are aso commony referred to as ‘protected bike anes’, as the definition by 
PeopeForBikes.org is quite simiar to that of NACTO’s: “protected bike anes… are ike sidewaks for bikes… 
they use panters, curbs, parked cars, or posts to separate bike and auto traffic”. For the sake of this project,  
wiwi be caing these bicyce anes with physica protection ‘cyce tracks’. This is a vague term – the physica 
protection can be anything from panters, to a cement curb, to fex posts.  thought that this kind of bike 
infrastructure seemed safer than other kinds of bike anes, but surey safety perception must differ depending 
on what kind of buffer is impemented. 
    The Seatte Department of Transportation (SDOT) has a document caed the Bicyce Master Pan 
which outines the city’s goas and aspirations for the future of Seatte’s bicyce network. The pan incudes the 
foowing goa – to “increas[e] [the] amount. . . of bicyce riding in Seatte for a trip purposes”. However, when 
SDOT conducted the Bicyce Participation Phone Survey in 2013, they found that “don’t fee safe” was the 
primary reason those with bicyces do not bike more. t seemed to me that there was a disconnect between 
the city wanting peope to bike more, but the peope who ive here not feeing safe enough to do so. According 
toto my research, cyce tracks are the safest form of bike infrastructure in terms of both perceived and observed 
risk. Not ony do peope fee the safest when using them, there is aso coision data to back up the fact that 
there are the fewest vehice-bicyce coisions on cyce track infrastructure. The impementation of cyce tracks 
seemed to be the potentia soution to overcoming this obstace of ow safety perception and utimatey 
increasing ridership.
     was abe to find a ot of information about cyce tracks and their reationship with high safety 
perception – according to McNei et a., “bike anes with the addition of an extra buffered space can increase 
the perceived safety and comfort of bicycing for both current and potentia bicycists, which in turn woud make 
peope more ikey to ride a bicyce for transportation” (15). However,  found that there was not a ot of 
information avaiabe about what kind of buffer used in cyce track infrastructure was the best. As  stated 
before, what sets cyce tracks apart from other kinds of bicyce anes is the physica separation that protects 
thethe bicycist. That physica separation (or buffer) can be anything from a panter, to a raised curb, to a parked 
car.  wondered how safety perception surey must differ among these different types of buffers. This is what 
my project goa was – to figure out what kind of cyce track buffer has the highest safety perception among 
respondents and utimatey recommend that the Seatte Department of Transportation impement more. n the 
Bicyce Master Pan, SDOT states that they aspire to “encourage and accommodate more peope to ride a 
bicyce”. Therefore, it woud be in SDOT’s best interest to impement bike infrastructure that makes peope fee 
tthe most safe, as it has been found that in Seatte “concern about safety was the reason 35% of destination 
riders [and 28% of recreationa riders] said they don’t ride more often” (EMC Research). 
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Literature Review

Safety and Cyce Tracks
  
    n the context of my project, “safety perception” can be thought of as the degree to which an individua 
perceives to be averse from coisions. There is a difference between perceived and observed safety, however 
“perceived safety increasingy pays an important roe in proactive safety panning, because it provides critica 
information for understanding individuas’ trave behaviors and identifying potentiay high crash-risk areas (Cho 
et a. 692). 
    The importance of perceived safety has been demonstrated through the pethora of research that has been 
done on the subject. For exampe, in Safety impacts of bicyce infrastructure: A critica review, the authors 
argue that in order “for biking to be a viabe, heathy mode, traveers choosing the mode shoud be abe to do 
so without either the fear or reaity of excessive danger associated with their choice” (DiGioia et a. 105). This 
study provides evidence that if the Seatte Department of Transportation wants to increase bicyce ridership, 
they must address the serious issue of perceived ack of safety in the current bicyce infrastructure. There has 
aaso been a ot of research conducted about observed risk – in Route nfrastructure and the Risk of njuries to 
Bicycists: A Case-Crossover Study, it was found that compared to twenty other forms of bicyce infrastructure, 
cyce tracks had the owest injury risk” (Teschke et a. 2340). According to NACTO, “compared with bicycing 
on a reference street (a comparabe street without dedicated bicyce faciities) . . . these cyce tracks had a 
28% ower injury rate”.  was abe to concude that cyce tracks are the safest form of bicyce infrastructure due 
to the overwheming evidence of their supremacy in terms of both perceived and observed risk. 
  There are very few sources stating concern about cyce tracks, as they are the generay accepted best 
practice, however  wanted to incude some skepticism about their instaation. t may be a concern that with 
cyce tracks, because “bicycists are not traveing directy aongside automobies, motorists may not be aware 
of their presence, eading to increased vunerabiity at intersections” (Ata Panning + Design 4). There is aso 
apprehension because of the incompatibiity of reguar street sweeping trucks and “conficts with pedestrians 
and boarding or deboarding bus passengers” (Ata Panning + Design 4). Streets that are not originay 
dedesigned for cyce track infrastructure may aso need to reconfigure irrigation systems. These are minor 
inconveniences in my opinion that coud be easiy worked around, however are important points to consider. 
  Overa, it is easiy found that cyce tracks have the owest perceived and observed risk, which is why  
chose an exporation of different types of cyce track buffers as my project’s focus. t was reay easy for me to 
find iterature on this subject, however  fet that there was a gap in the research  was finding. Aong with the 
Seatte Department of Transportation, one of my main goas was to find a way to increase ridership in Seatte, 
so  wanted to do a study that catered to what  think are some evident issues in the current bike infrastructure 
and hep provide some answers as to how to fix it.

Seatte’s Bike History and Current nfrastructure
    n 2016, Ziow named Seatte the best bike city in the United States – “the city of Seatte has seven mies 
of protected bike anes and it takes about 27 minutes for the average cycist to get to work” (Lee). Ziow 
determined this hierarchy of best bike cities by the foowing four criteria: cycists per 1,000 commuters, median 
commute time via bike, mentions of bike storage per 1,000 renta istings, and mies of protected bike anes. 
This high ranking perpexed me –  coud never imagine biking reguary in Seatte. Through my misceaneous 
experiences biking in the city,  concuded that the avaiabe bike infrastructure was not sufficient in making me 
feefee safe whie riding.  was not the ony one feeing this way -  want to reiterate that in SDOT’s 2013 Bicyce 
Participation Phone Survey that  mentioned earier, it was found that “don’t fee safe’ surpassed weather as 
the most common reason those with access to a working bicyce don’t ride more often”. How coud Seatte be 
the number one biking city in America whie faiing to address this issue of safety perception? 
  Another concern  had with this Ziow study is that it used the umbrea term ‘protected bike ane’. A 
‘protected bike ane’ (aso referred to as a ‘cyce track’ by The Nationa Association of City Transportation 
Officias (NACTO)) is a “physicay separated cyce track that . . . may [be] configured as a protected cyce track 
at street eve with a parking ane or other barrier between the cyce track and the motor vehice trave ane” 
(Urban Bikeway Design Guide 41). A probem with using the genera term ‘protected bike ane’ is that it does 
not specify what the buffer is. As  stated previousy, this buffer between the cyce track and motor vehice trave 
aneane can vary significanty. Quantifying Seatte’s bike-friendiness based on a term that, in my opinion is too 
vague, is a major faw in Ziow’s methods. This motivated me in my investigation of various cyce track buffers.
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aneane can vary significanty. Quantifying Seatte’s bike-friendiness based on a term that, in my opinion is too 
vague, is a major faw in Ziow’s methods. This motivated me in my investigation of various cyce track buffers.
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Lack of Cohesion in Bicyce nfrastructure
  
         read a coupe of artices written by oca residents to get a more persona ook into what attitudes 
Seatteites had towards Seatte biking.  found an artice tited Why  Started Cycing Less in Seatte. The 
author, Josh Cohen, expresses his frustrations with biking in the city because there is a ack of connectivity 
between stretches of bike infrastructure. Cohen points out that when SDOT was instaing the bike 
infrastructure that currenty exists, they “prioritized whiter, weathier neighborhoods north of downtown”. He 
recenty moved to Himan City, which does not have as much bike infrastructure as the north-centra parts of 
SeaSeatte, and any ong-distance bike ride he takes fuctuates between neighborhoods that have infrastructure to 
areas that have nothing at a. He mentions that this ack of connectivity is obvious on SDOT’s Seatte Bike 
Map, which  have a copy of, so  took a ook. He was right – as you ook very far south or very far north (areas 
that are mosty ower-income than centra Seatte), the infrastructure and quaity of infrastructure starts to 
disappear. Even within areas that do have separated bikeways,  woud not necessariy consider these areas a 
bike infrastructure network.
    n the study Quantifying Bicyce Network Connectivity, the authors Lowry and Loh propose that “the 
presence and quaity of bicyce faciities has a significant impact on bicycing behavior, especiay network 
connectivity” (S135). Yes, encouraging the instaation of more cyce tracks is the goa of this project, however, 
Cohen points out that good bike infrastructure without a cohesive bike infrastructure network is utimatey 
inadequate – the instaation of bike infrastructure needs to be a citywide movement.  thought that this was 
important to mention because it is another factor that contributes to genera feeings of unsafety. 

Socia and Poitica Conceptions of Biking in Denmark vs. the United States
        “Risk perceptions . . . [are] heaviy infuenced by socia and cutura conditions”, according to Meghan 
Winters et a. As  mentioned previousy, a main inspiration for my project was my soo trip to Europe in the 
summer of 2017. t was specificay cities ike Copenhagen and Amsterdam that eft a asting impression on 
me in terms of their efficient bicyce infrastructure. For the purposes of this project,  wi be focusing on 
Denmark as a case study. n Cycing for Everyone: Lessons from Europe, authors Pucher and Bueher 
examine why it is that Northern European countries have been significanty more successfu in making 
bibicycing a part of modern ife. Firsty, they suggest that bicycing in Northern European countries is a more 
casua and sociay acceptabe activity, whereas in the United States “cycing remains a margina mode [of 
transportation] . . . because it is widey viewed as requiring specia equipment and training, physica fitness, and 
the courage and wiingness to batte with motor vehices” (Bueher and Pucher 2-3). This socia stigma is ess 
prominent in Northern European countries and is not such an inhibiting obstace. For exampe, “in Denmark, 
there is a strong tradition for peope from a strata of society to cyce. Most Danes associate the bicyce with 
popositive vaues [such] as freedom and heath” (Ruby). This is a socia conception that was buit over time with 
hep from Danish branding campaigns that came from a concern of the “many traffic accidents and the growing 
poution probem” that Denmark was facing in the 1960’s (Ruby).
    James Longhurst, author of Bike Battes: A History of Sharing the American Road, proposes that the 
roe of the bicyce has a compicated history in the United States, dating back to the 19th century. Longhurst 
describes that bicyces prospered in the ate 1890’s, but by the 20th century they dropped in popuarity. This 
was argey due to a decrease in price and increase in accessibiity, a combination that woud seem to increase 
ridership overa, but the past excusive and uxurious nature of bicycing was what attracted peope. This 
therefore ensued “the eimination of the bicyce as a uxury, foowed by the gradua faing off of popuarity in 
thethe midde casses, and finay by the working casses” (Robert E. Sessions). A more positive socia conception 
towards bicycing never was estabished in the United States.
    There aso seems to be a difference between the United States government and Danish government in 
attitudes towards biking. Perhaps Denmark has been more successfu in increasing ridership because the 
Danish government has prioritized making safe, affordabe, and accessibe biking avaiabe in a way that the 
United States never has. For exampe, in 2013, the Danish government set aside about 3.59 biion doars for 
the Ministry of Transport Affairs (Finance Act 2013). On the other hand, using A New Foundation For American 
Greatness (the U.S. government’s budget for the fisca year of 2018) as a representation of American vaues in 
bibiking, Trump proposed to decrease the Department of Transportation’s budget by 12.7% (Krieg and Muery). 
The new administration aso competey cut the Transportation nvestment Generating Economic Recovery 
program (TGER), which aows the Department of Transportation “to invest in road, rai, transit and port 
projects that promise to achieve nationa objectives” (About TGER Grants). This incudes bicyce pans, 
bicyce anes on roads, bicyce parking, and bicyce racks on transit – a of which contribute to increased 
accessibiity to bicycing (Pedestrian and Biking). Through these cuts in the Department of Transportation’s 
ffunding, it is cear that buiding United States’ bike infrastructure is not high on Trump’s agenda.
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    One of the concuding statements of the Pucher and Bueher artice is “perhaps the most important 
reason for the higher eves of cycing in Northern Europe . . . is that cycing is much safer there than in the 
USA”. Utimatey, the issue of a ack of ridership in the United States comes back to safety. f the U.S. 
government does not aocate funding towards bicyce projects, the infrastructure quaity wi not significanty 
increase in the near future. Lack of governmenta aid in a sense may feed the American socia stigma of biking 
being unsafe because “bicycing injury rates are higher in countries where cycing for transportation is ess 
common” (Teschke et a. 2336).
        The significance of comparing Denmark to the United States is to demonstrate how the socia attitudes 
and poitica contexts of both countries have significant consequences in terms of the progress of bicyce 
infrastructure. f a arge goa of my project is to get more peope biking, then it is important to consider the 
context in which  am trying to evoke change. The United States has historicay had a more negative socia 
stigma around biking and the government does not necessariy prioritize biking in its funding. The U.S. federa 
government has demonstrated its ack of financia support for bicycing infrastructure projects.

Cars and the Unsustainabe Environment
        From the environmenta perspective, an increase of bikes on the road hopefuy means ess reiance on 
cars. The consequences of a society that is reiant on cars have become increasingy evident as humans 
observe more and more environmenta resuts of cimate change. According to the Environmenta Protection 
Agency (EPA), transportation is responsibe for 27% of tota U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, “making it the 
second argest contributor of U.S greenhouse gas emissions”. Of that 27%, “the argest sources of 
transportation-reated greenhouse gas emissions incude passenger cars” (Sources of Greenhouse Gas 
EmEmissions). The EPA even suggests biking as an opportunity to reduce transportation emissions on their 
website. Using 2015 United Nations data on road transportation, which incudes cars, ight duty trucks, 
heavy-duty trucks, buses, and motorcyces,  found that the carbon dioxide emitted between the United States 
and Denmark was 1466.32 metric tonnes and 11.56 metric tonnes respectivey (Greenhouse Gas nventory 
Data).
    A of this carbon dioxide that is emitted from transportation ends up in the atmosphere, our ocean, and 
our and. Carbon dioxide is “the most important gas for controing the Earth’s temperature”, and as carbon 
dioxide eves rise, it causes the panet to increase in overa temperature (The Carbon Cyce). Higher 
temperatures ead to meting gaciers, which eads to rising sea eves. Carbon dioxide aso ends up dissoving 
in the ocean creating “carbonic acid, which increases the acidity of the water” – this process is caed ocean 
acidification (The Carbon Cyce). ncreasing popuations require more food, and farmand is repacing forest, 
“w“which store much more carbon. . . than crops”. n 2008, it was found that “deforestation accounted for about 
12% of a human carbon dioxide emissions” (The Carbon Cyce). As the word’s popuation continues to grow, 
our highways wi become more congested than they aready are, and the overa carbon dioxide emitted from 
vehices wi increase. Athough this is a very brief account of why increasing carbon dioxide is bad for the 
environment,  hope it can demonstrate why the increase in reiance on vehices paints a dangerous future.
    However, in a research artice caed ‘Peak Car’ – Themes and ssues, Goodwin and Van Dender 
propose that the future may not have to be so dim. Since the 1970’s, socia scientists in the United Kingdom 
have been specuating that “there woud be an upper imit or saturation eve to car ownership and use… the 
rate at which car ownership and traffic approached the eventua saturation was thought to be infuenced by 
incomes and by prices” (Goodwin and Van Dender 245). This ‘peak car’ forecast of “an utimate saturation 
eve of around 400-450 cars per 1000 popuation woud occur in the first decade of the twenty-first century” 
(G(Goodwin and Van Dender 245). Athough this did not necessariy happen, Goodwin and Van Dender did find 
some promising trends. The first is that young peope are driving ess – they “have made the argest negative 
contribution to the recent deveopment of car trave” (Goodwin and Van Dender 250). As these young aduts 
age and repace the midde aged aduts of today, perhaps we wi see a change in the current use of cars. 
They aso presented the idea that as metropoitan cities become bigger and overcrowded, it wi make traveing 
by car increasingy inefficient and peope wi be forced to find other means of transportation.

Methods Research
     had to do a ot of research about surveying, as academic and scientific surveying is a ot more intricate 
than  had previousy anticipated.  am aso considering trying to get this research pubished, so  wanted to 
make sure that my surveying techniques were professiona and accurate.  based the methods off of a study 
done at Portand State University caed The nfuence of Bike Lane Buffer Types on Perceived Comfort and 
Safety of Bicycists and Potentia Bicycists. The survey was sef-administered, which means that it is a “survey
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that coects data without the use of a teephone or in-person interviewer” (Thayer-Hart et a. 11). The survey 
incuded both cosed and open-ended questions. Cosed questions “provide a ist of acceptabe responses”, 
whereas open-ended questions “aow respondents to answer in their own words” (Thayer-Hart et a. 9). For 
exampe, when asking respondents about safety perception,  asked the cosed question, “How comfortabe 
woud you fee bicycing on a high-capacity urban street with two anes of traffic in each direction, with traffic 
speeds of 35 mies per hour, with the foowing types of separation from traffic”.  gave respondents the option 
toto answer on a Likert scae from “Very Uncomfortabe” to “Very Comfortabe”. A Likert scae is “an ordered 
scae from which respondents choose one option that best aigns with their view” (Losby and Wetmore 4). “For 
questions that ony ask about one dimension”, so in this case how comfortabe they woud be, “five fuy 
abeed categories are usuay sufficient” (Thayer-Hart et a. 10). Towards the end of the survey, there is an 
open-ended question about other significant factors that affect respondents’ perception of bike safety.

Methods
The goa of my methods was to produce a ranking of high to ow safety perceptions of the various types of 
cyce track buffers  seected to study through an onine survey. The different types of buffers  examined were:

 ● Painted 2-3 foot buffer
 ● Painted 2-3 foot buffer and pastic fexposts
 ● Raised concrete curb 
 ● Raised concrete curb and parked cars
 ● 2-3 foot tree buffer
  ● Panters separating the bikeway

The first month and a haf of winter quarter  did a ot of research panning the survey.  found that even the 
anguage of questions as we as the order of questions coud possiby invoke bias and affect the data.  
created the onine survey using Typeform.com as my patform of choice.  made sure to test the survey before 
its distribution, gathering opinions and feedback from my peers. n ate February, the survey went ive and  
circuated the ink to bike bogs, organizations, and shops as we as my urban panning community/network. 

Screenshots of tweets promoting my onine survey from both Bike Works, 
a non-profit bicyce shop in Seatte, and Cascade Bicyce Cub, a 
statewide, non-profit, bicyce organization.
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    The survey begins by asking respondents for demographic information, incuding their age range, 
gender identity, and what neighborhood they ive in. This information isn’t extremey necessary for answering 
my question of what type of cyce track buffer is ranked highest in terms of safety perception, however  
thought it was easy demographic information to gather to study further trends in my data. Next,  asked 
respondents about their safety perception of the six seected cyce track buffers. For each different cyce track 
buffer  asked, “How comfortabe woud you fee bicycing on a high-capacity urban street with two anes of 
trtraffic in each direction, with traffic speeds of 35 mies per hour, with the foowing types of separation from 
traffic:”  had respondents rank on a Likert scae of 1 to 5, 1 indicating “Very Uncomfortabe” and 5 indicating 
“Very Comfortabe”. 



    This is what the safety perception 
questions ooked ike in the onine survey. 
The question foowed each tite of buffer 
with its corresponding graphic. The order of 
the buffers was randomized for each 
respondent to avoid response bias, 
specificay question order bias. Next,  
inincuded questions regarding respondents’ 
biking habits and activity.  asked whether or 
not the respondents owned bikes, how often 
the respondents bike, how ong their 
average bike ride is, and to name any other 
factors that contribute to making them fee 
unsafe whie bicycing. My goa for the 
ssurvey responses was 200 – that was the 
amount of responses  fet comfortabe 
drawing concusions from.  hypothesized 
that parked car buffers woud have the 
highest safety perception. The coage of 
graphics beow show the six different cyce 
track buffers that  had respondents rank 
wiwith their corresponding graphics.

Source: Typeform

Each cyce track buffer had a corresponding graphic to avoid difference in respondents’ interpretations of the 
cyce track buffer tites. This portion of my survey was inspired by the McNei et a. study The nfuence of Bike 
Lane Buffer Types on Perceived Comfort and Safety of Bicycists and Potentia Bicycists, which was 
conducted at Portand State University.

Painted 2-3 foot buffer

2-3 foot tree buffer

Raised concrete curbPainted 2-3 foot buffer 
and pastic fexposts

Raised concrete curb 
and parked cars

Panters separating the 
bikeway

Source: Streetmix

Resuts
    Most respondents (35%) were between the ages of 25 and 34.The age range of 25-44 years od made 
up for more than haf of the respondents, so most of the respondents were reativey young. The majority of 
respondents coming from this age range was fairy expected as it is the age range where individuas are the 
most active, heathy, and independent. t was aso the most responsive age range in SDOT’s 2013 Bicyce 
Participation Phone Survey. The gender ratio was fairy baanced with 54% of respondents idenitifying as mae 
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and 45% respondents identifying as femae. Ony two peope identified as non-conforming. The most 
represented neighborhoods were “Other” at 23%, Capito Hi at 11%, and both Baard and University District 
at 9%. 
        When asked how often they ride a bike, 43% of respondents said “Everyday” and 26% said “A coupe 
of times a week”. This means that amost 70% of respondents bike at east a coupe of times a week. On their 
average bike ride, 45.1% of respondents reported they bike 2-5 mies, 43% of respondents said 5+ mies, and 
11.9% of respondents said 0.5-1 mie. Of 200 respondents, 184 own a bike. This bike activity information 
aowed me to concude that the majority of my respondents are experienced bikers that are famiar with 
Seatte’s current bicyce infrastucture because they use it on a pretty frequent basis. Therefore,  am confident 
thathat respondents coud accuratey rank their percieved safety in my survey because they have used these 
different types of bicyce infrastructure in rea ife.

ALMOST
EVERYDAY
43%

COUPLE OF
TMES A WEEK

26%

ONCE A
WEEK 8%

ONCE A
MONTH 9.5%

COUPLE OF
TMES A YEAR

10%

NEVER
3.5%

5+ MLES
43%

0.5-1 MLE
11.9%

    Among six different choices, the buffer with the highest rating of comfortabiity was the 2-3 foot tree 
buffer rating at an average of 4.5 on the comfortabiity scae. n second pace was panters separating the 
bikeway at an average comfortabiity rating of 4.4 and in third pace, the raised concrete curb and parked cars 
with an average comfortabiity rating of 4.2. 
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2-5 MLES
45.1%

Average Bike Activity Average Bike Ride Length



    As previousy stated,  expected that this type of cyce track woud have been the most comfortabe, 
however upon further research,  found that cycists typicay associate parked cars with a phenomenon caed 
“dooring”. Dooring, when drivers open car doors and hit cycists, is responsibe for a significant amount of 
car-bicyce coisions. According to the City of Seatte’s 2016 Bicyce and Pedestrian Safety Anaysis, “crashes 
invoving bicycists and opened doors of parked vehices. . . are the fourth most common crash type” (9). The 
painted 2-3 foot buffer was rated the owest, which was expected because the buffer is paint instead of vertica 
phphysica separation, at an average comfortabiity rating of 3.2 with the 2-3 foot buffer & pastic fexposts and 
raised concrete curb foowing cosey behind.
     am aware that cyce track infrastructure is much more expensive than other types of bike ane 
infrastructure such as sharrows – “road markings used to indicate a shared ane environment for bicyces and 
automobies” (Urban Bikeway Design Guide 133). t has been estimated that painted sharrow signage costs 
about $180 per unit (Bushe et a. 30). According to the Cyce Track Barrier Seection Matrix by 
PeopeForBikes.org, striped buffers (referred to as “Painted 2-3 foot buffer” in this study) cost $1.50-3 per foot 
and $8,000-16,000 per mie and fexposts cost $3-5 per foot and $15,000-30,000 per mie. These types of 
bubuffers are cost-effective, but are ranked much ower in terms of safety perception. On the other hand, it has 
been estimated that parked car buffers cost $15-60 per foot and $80,000-300,000 per mie and panter buffers 
cost $15-75 per foot and $80,000-400,000 per mie. These two types of cyce track buffers were ranked highy 
in this study in terms of safety perception, but are much more expensive. There is no estimation of cost for tree 
buffers avaiabe on this matrix or much information in genera on the cost of these types of buffers because 
they are not widey used. The higher costs of cyce tracks is a reasonabe source of hestitation – just this past 
mmonth, the Seatte Department of Transportation competed a cyce track project on 7th Avenue in Downtown 
Seatte. The cyce track project uses a raised curb buffer and is ony 4.5 bocks ong, but utimatey costed the 
city $3.8 miion (Lindbom).
    The fina part of the survey was an open-ended question that asked respondents to name any factors 
that contribute to making them fee unsafe whie biking.  provided a few predetermined reasons such as “high 
car speeds”, “poor infrastructure”, and “ack of infrastructure cohesion”, as we as gave the option for them to 
type in their own factors. Respondents were aowed to choose more than one. High car speeds was the most 
popuar factor at 79.5% of respondents agreeing that it contributed to their feeing unsafe. Not far behind was 
poor infrastructure at 77.5% and ack of infrastructure cohesion at 72.5%. t is cear that a three of these 
ississues are of high importance for most respondents. Among the open-ended answer portion, the most popuar 
answer was the unpredictabiity of drivers due to texting.
     woud ike to acknowedge that the 200-person sampe  coected cannot be entirey representative of 
the biking popuation in Seatte. One of the main intentions of this study was to figure out how to get more 
non-bikers ike mysef biking, however the respondents of the onine survey were reached through the 
audiences of Bike Works & the Cascade Bicyce Cub (who are mosty bikers) and through my persona urban 
panning network (peope interested in pubic transportation). A things considered,  wanted my sampe to be 
intentiona and  coud not find a caucuated and purposefu way to reach the non-biking community.

Concusions
        Utimatey,  recommend that the Seatte Department of Transportation ook into impementing more 
cyce tracks with parked car buffers.  understand that these are amongst one of the most expensive buffers  
coud recommend to impement, however they are aso considered one of the safest. Compared to panter 
and tree buffers, they require itte upkeep/maintenance. As mentioned before, the reconstruction of 
irrigation/draining is a huge obstace for the instaation of many cyce track buffers that  studied, but is not one 
for the parked car cyce track. The probem of dooring is definitey someting to consider, however  beieve with 
thethe right execution of a pubic campaign which woud propery educate the pubic,  think that the City can 
decrease the amount of dooring incidents significanty. n my research, it was shown that the increase of bikers 
on the road makes biking generay safer and it is my hope that this increase woud ead to an eventua 
decrease in vehice use. f these two things were to happen as a positive consequence of the impementation 
of better bicyce infrastructure, the issue of dooring woud aso become ess common.
    This study occurred at a convenient time – with the City spearheading initiatives ike Vision Zero, their 
“pan to end traffic deaths and serious injuries by 2030 through innovative engineering”, and the 2016 Bicyce 
and Pedestrian Safety Anaysis where they sought to find “where, how... and why crashes happen” – this is the 
seemingy perfect time to suppy the City with vauabe information about the safety perception of infrastructure 
used by its residents. t is my hope that this document is referred to in future bicyce infrastructure 
impementation considerations in Seatte.
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